
As usual I’ve primed the figure in black followed with some zenithal highlights applied from above, and I’ve also brought up the values for 
the explosion effect:
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Hello!  In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Domino from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game.  I based my 
colour scheme for Domino on her appearance in the 2018 comic series.



For the black parts of the outfit I’m first mixing some Anthracite Gray with some Violet, and then using this to gently lighten some Black:

You could simply use a pure black here if you like; I just like to leave some “headroom” for adding black lining later on.

Next I’m mixing some Caribbean Blue into some Graphite for the white torso section:I’ve also used this for the hair as well as the 
pistols, grenades etc.



And I’ve also painted the eyes an off white (Deck Tan or something similar) and the pupils, surrounding area, and dark patch in Black: 

For Domino’s skin tone I’ve chosen Vallejo’s 
Cold Flesh:

For the turquoise straps I’m using Caspian 
Blue mixed with a little Black Forest Green:



Next I’m just ensuring that the explosion is 
a pure white:

And I’m now painting the explosion using the same approach as shown for the fiery blasts in the Deadpool and M.O.D.O.K. episodes, which 
means first adding some colour with the Vallejo Fluorescent Yellow and Red paints:

I’m also adding some black lining, tidying things up as I go: I’m now painting the small metallic details 
using Antracite Gray:



I started with quite a yellowish tone then added increasing amounts of the Fluorescent Red until I was happy with the look:

I’m now painting the base to match the ter-
rain (Stonewall Grey + a little Black):

And I’m mixing some blue-ish grey tones to 
paint the rocks and debris:

I’ve also added some scorch marks to the 
ground using Black:



I’m now going to begin highlighting Domino starting with the turquoise straps where I’m adding increasing amounts of Caribbean Blue to 
the base tone:

I’ve progressed all the way up to pure Caribbean Blue:

Next I’m adding White Sands to the Anthracite Grey to highlight the small metallic details:



Because they’re so small we can quite quickly jump to a very light tone to pick these details 
out:

Next I’m highlighting the white torso area by using White Sands to lighten the Graphite and 
Caribbean Blue base tone.



I’m now going to highlight the skin by adding some Caribbean Blue and some White to the 
Cold Flesh base tone:



I’m finishing the face off by painting the lips in Black, and providing a small, glinting, off-cen-
tre highlight to the lower lip:

I’m now highlighting the areas of black by in-
creasing the amount of Anthracite Gray and 
Violet in the base tone, whilst also mixing in 

some White Sands:

I’m also adding some Caribbean Blue for the 
hair:

I’m adding a fair bit of the White Sands to 
achieve some small, specular highlights:



I’m then just blending this out around the sides, and you could do some wetblending, feath-
ering etc to achieve this quite quickly:

With the main overhead highlights in place I’m now going to add some Object Source Light-
ing from beneath, and I’m starting by bringing up the values for the underside of the large 

rock:

I’m now working my way up the figure add-
ing OSL as I go.  For small, bright, glints of 

light I like to add some touches of white:

And then apply some Fluorescent Red on 
top:

For broader areas of OSL I might just apply 
the Fluorescent Red directly:

I’m also just adding a bit of the Caribbean 
Blue to the highlights on the top just to em-
phasise the difference in colour tempera-

ture:

I’m then adding Fluorescent Red to the grey 
scale to add some glow: 



Along the way I’m also highlighting any re-
maining elements, such as the grenades 
and the pistols, freely using the blueish/tur-

quoise grey tones from the palette:

I’m also creating a litte more variation in the 
levels of red in the explosion:

And here I’m glueing some small pieces of 
cork to the ends of some of the explosion 

trails:

You can see that I’ve taken the orange OSL 
all the way up to the shadow of the cheek-

bone:

I’m now adding some urban scatter and 
some twisting newspaper to the base (see 
the Ghost Rider episode for how I do this):



And this completes Domino!

I’m now adding some black lining: And here I’m adding my last few touches of 
OSL:



Elsewhere I’m keeping the highlights some-
what cooler:



This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Black (SC)
Anthracite Gray (SC)

Violet (SC)
Graphite (SC)

Caribbean Blue (SC)
Cold Flesh (VFP)

Caspian Blue (SC)
Black Forest Green (SC)

White (SC)
White Sands (SC)

Stonewall Grey (VMA)
Fluorescent Red (VMC)
Fluorescent Red (VMA)

 

VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, VFP = Vallejo Fantasy Pro

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


